Professor/Course Evaluation Results
Evaluation for: Gabriele Simoncini PL 223-1
Course Session:Summer I 2011

Evaluation Results
5.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 Tot. Resp. Q. Avg. Question
Question1 6

1

0

0

0

7

4.86

The Professor was well prepared for class

Question2 4

3

0

0

0

7

4.57

The course objectives were clearly defined

Question3 4

3

0

0

0

7

4.57

The grading policy was clearly explained

Question4 6

1

0

0

0

7

4.86

The professor communicated the subject matter effectively

Question5 4

2

1

0

0

7

4.43

The professor actively furthers students learning and unsderstanding

Question6 2

3

2

0

0

7

4

The teaching materials helped achieve course objectives

Question7 5

2

0

0

0

7

4.71

Overall I would rate this course

Prof.Avg

4.57

What are the strenghts and weaknesses of the course?
*S - critical analysis in order to better understand the political systems in the society we live in.
*The professor was extremely knowledgeable and passionate about the subject it made the course very
interesting and informative. The requirements of what information we were responsible for knowing weren't
clearly articulated on the syllabus, making it difficult to spend adequate time studying for exams.
*Great professor with a lot of background and experience. He makes the topics relevant and easier to
understand.
*S - critical and accurate
*Because of short time available, some sections and courses are not covered. However, the course is interesting
and helpful.
*more group discussion - weakness format of course is ok - strength
*The professor explained very well all the arguments. All the notes were very clear.
What are the strenghts and weaknesses of the Professor?
*S - very professional and prepared. He does not only focus on egocentric information, but his lessons are very
"open" in order to make us understand the world in which we live.
*The professor was great. Very intelligent and interesting, no weaknesses.
*Very well educated with a very rich cultural/educational background.
*The professor is well prepared and he is available to answer our questions and doubts. He is, also, available to
communicated with the students.
*The professor conveys very strong ideas and gives other interesting information than those straightly related
with the textbook.
*explains well, knowledgeable of subject
Any other comments?
*Other than the confusion with the syllabus there is nothing bad about this class. It was interesting and I learned
a ton. I would definitely recommend it to another student.
*one of the best professors.

